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Abstract
In this article we investigate the role that internal and external conflict plays for op-
timal climate and immigration policy. Reviewing the empirical literature, we put forward
five theses regarding the link between climate change, migration, and conflict. Based on
these theses, we then develop a theoretical model in which we take the perspective of the
North who unilaterally chooses the number of immigrants from a pool of potential migrants
that is endogenously determined by the extent of climate change. Accepting these migrants
allows increases in local production which not only increases climate change but also gives
rise to internal conflicts. In addition, those potential migrants that want to move due to
climate change but that are not allowed to immigrate may induce external conflict. While
we show that the external and internal conflict play a significant yet decisively different role,
it is the co-existence of both conflicts that makes policy making difficult. Considering only
one conflict induces significant immigration but no mitigation. Allowing for both types of
conflict, then depending on parameters, either a steady state without immigration but with
mitigation will be optimal, or a steady state with a larger number of immigrants but less
mitigation. Furthermore, we find the possibility of Skiba points, signaling that optimal pol-
icy depends on initial conditions, too. During transition we examine the substitutability and
complementarity between the mitigation and immigration policy.
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1 Introduction
It is now not anymore a question of whether climate change may seriously impact mankind.
Instead, the important questions researchers nowadays face are inhowfar we can potentially
reduce the extent of climate change on the one hand, and cope with the impact of climate change
on the other (Parry 2007). While the former issue relates to the optimal mitigation policies, the
latter demands us to understand more clearly the array of options available to especially those
that are hit the hardest. There is now mounting evidence that climate change is going to have
the strongest impact in the poorer South, with migration being often the only possible choice
left (Pachauri et al. 2014). While one may argue that countries should allow immigration for
humanitarian reasons (Risse 2008), history has shown that immigration policies tend to framed
on economic grounds. What tends to be often forgotten, though, is that large-scale migration
may also be breeding ground for conflicts, both inside and outside of recipient countries (Hsiang
et al. 2013).1 As far as we are aware a unified framework that studies the links between conflict,
climate change and immigration policy in a dynamic framework is missing. Thus, we here set
out to develop one suitable approach by investigating inhowfar a country or region may want
to optimally trade-off mitigation and immigration policies when economic and conflict-reducing
incentives play a role. The questions that we attempt to answer with this framework are, among
others: How would an immigration policy interact with a climate policy? When would the
North have an incentive to cut its carbon emissions given the threat of conflict? When are
immigration and mitigation policies substitutes or complements? May the current status quo
also be important for the optimal policy?
The economic literature on optimal mitigation and climate change is now large and has
studied a variety of aspects, mostly emphasizing the role that climate change plays as an ex-
ternality and then determining the social cost of carbon to internalize this externality (Stern
2007, Nordhaus 2014a, Nordhaus 2014b, Golosov et al. 2014, Ploeg and Withagen 2014). How-
ever, even regional models of climate change (Nordhaus and Yang 1996, Tol 1997, Peck and
TJ 1999, Manne and Richels 2005, Bosetti et al. 2006) have, as of now, avoided to investigate the
role that climate-driven migration plays for climate policy (McLeman 2013). There exist only few
1As United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon (11/23/11) has aptly noted: “Climate change... could
well trigger large-scale migration... These and other implications for peace and security have implications for the
United Nations itself.”
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analytical studies in the climate change literature that look at individually-optimal migration de-
cisions (Hoel and Shapiro 2003, Haavio 2005, Eppink and Withagen 2009, Marchiori et al. 2012),
and even fewer analyze the decisions in a dynamic framework (Marchiori and Schumacher 2011).
The first analytical results in this literature have clearly shown that the feedback dynamics
between migration and climate change are anything but negligible.2 However, while analytical
approaches to climate-induced migration are still rare, the empirical evidence is mounting. Apart
from the well-known historical facts that climatic changes have played a role in toppling empires
such as the Roman (Brooke 2014), there is also increasing evidence that climate change plays a
role in more recent migration decisions (Kelley et al. 2015). It is clear that these large streams
of immigration need to be managed and their consequences and implications require a thorough
assessment. While these empirical studies show that climate-induced migration is already hap-
pening and likely to become an increasingly important phenomenon over the course of the next
decades, it is also clear that not all regions are well-prepared for massive immigration and con-
sequently conflicts are likely to arise (Stern 2013, Withagen 2014). While there is mounting evi-
dence on the relationship between climate-induced migration and conflicts (Swain 1996, Raleigh
and Urdal 2007, Reuveny 2007, Reuveny 2008, Salehyan 2008b, Hsiang et al. 2011, Maystadt and
Ecker 2014), we are unaware of analytical approaches that jointly investigate the role of conflict
in optimal mitigation and immigration decisions.
Hence, in this paper we review the recent literature and forward five simple theses on how
conflicts, climate change and migration interact. Based upon this we then develop a theoretical
framework that allows us to study these interactions more deeply. The framework we propose to
investigate the links between conflict and optimal mitigation and migration policy is thus that a
receiving region chooses the number of immigrants,3 it wants from a pool of potential migrants
2“Permanent migration seems to occur because of irreversible or long-lasting problems like desertification or
continuous environmental degradation that removes the subsistence possibility of people, or simply because people
expect further extreme events in the future and try to avoid these” (Marchiori and Schumacher 2011).
3When it comes to international migration, the biggest barrier of international migration is the immigration
policy in the receiving country. Thus, while there are models that have analyzed optimal migration decisions in
a multi-country framework (Harris and Todaro 1970, Galor 1986) we believe that a single-region model, where
migration decisions are endogenous but modeled in a black box, is sufficient to answer the questions we raise
since immigration and mitigation policies tend to be undertaken unilaterally. Research on optimal immigration
policies has focused on different aspects such as the impact on the labor market (Bencivenga and Smith 1997,
Borjas 2003), the skill difference between natives and immigrants (Marchiori et al. 2014), pension systems (Razin
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that is endogenously determined by the extent of climate change. Accepting these migrants
allows increases in local production, but, as argued above, gives rise to internal conflicts. In
addition, those potential migrants that are forced to move due to climate change but that are
not allowed to immigrate may induce significant external conflict. Motivated by our five theses
we assume that there is a probability of a conflict that is endogenous to the amount of potential
migrants not admitted into the receiving country. We then allow a policy maker, in conjunction
with his/her optimal mitigation policy, to dynamically choose the optimal number of immigrants.
With this we want to understand the way a policy maker may wish to trade-off immigration and
climate policies.
Our results suggest that immigration policy cannot any longer be separately studied from
climate policy and that it is particularly the role of conflicts that drive optimal policy. In
particular, if external conflict is judged to be the only important conflict then the North should
take in all potential migrants without undertaking any mitigation policy. If a policy maker only
perceives internal conflict as being important, then again no mitigation policy is necessary and
the North would take in the GDP maximizing level of immigrants. Policy making becomes more
complicated if there is reason to be believe that both conflicts co-exist. In this case multiple
steady states exist and they are all subject to an active mitigation policy. More specifically,
depending on parameters, either a corner steady state without immigration but with larger
mitigation will be optimal, or an (high) interior steady state with a larger number of immigrants
but less mitigation. Furthermore, we find the possibility of Skiba points, signaling that optimal
policy depends on initial conditions, too. Thus, for levels of pollution at the Skiba point the
policy maker can choose to cope with climate change-induced migration and related conflicts by
placing more emphasis on mitigation and neglecting immigration, or by accepting migrants but
neglecting mitigation. Hence, we would argue that additional criteria such as humanitarian or
ethical ones, may need to supplement the purely economic trade-offs.
During transition we examine the substitutability and complementarity between the miti-
gation and immigration policy. If the high interior steady state is optimal, then we find that
mitigation and immigration are complements on the transition path. If the corner steady state
and Sadka 1999), human capital formation (Vidal 1998), or the impact on income (Beine et al. 2001) and the
distribution of wealth (Berry and Soligo 1969, Benhabib 1996), but to our knowledge immigration policy and
conflict has not been investigated in relation to climate change and in dynamic frameworks that take feedbacks
into account.
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is optimal then for high levels of pollution both policies are initially substitutes but become
complements closer to the steady state.
The article is structured as follows. In section 2 we discuss the links between climate change,
migration and conflict. In section 3 we introduce the model. In section 4 we present the basic
economic trade-offs related to the mitigation and immigration policy. Then we discuss the
significant yet decisively different roles of the external and internal conflicts. We then turn to
the analysis of the optimal solution. Section 5 concludes with further lessons and future research
perspectives.
2 The links between climate change, migration and conflict
In this section we discuss some of the current knowledge on climate change, migration and
conflict. This will not be an exhaustive reading of the literature, but it will provide a general
perspective on what we know. We forward several theses4 about the way these three topics
interrelate, and present them in decreasing order based upon their empirical consensus. In the
next section we then use the theses to motivate our modeling choices. We would also note that
in this article conflict should be understood in a rather broad sense. The reader may simply
understand this to be a monetary cost, or indeed a violent conflict.
Thesis 1 Climate change triggers human migration.
There is a general agreement about this in the literature across all disciplines. Climate change
has been identified as a significant push factor and is expected to induce larger-scale migration
in the future. In terms of numbers, however, estimates vary widely and depend on the climate
change scenarios as well as nations’ mitigation and adaptation strategies. As examples, during
the past decades several million inhabitants from Bangladesh migrated to India for environmental
reasons (Homer-Dixon 1991, Swain 1996), while roughly 2.5 million people migrated across the
US due to the Great Dust Bowl in the 1930s (Worster 1982, Rosenzweig and Hillel 1993). It
is now known that droughts in Burkina Faso and Sudan displaced around 1 million people in
4We shall not spend space on forwarding a thesis about the empirical consensus of economic activity as a driver
of climate change since we believe that most readers should be knowledgeable about this. If not, read Pachauri
et al. (2014).
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the period 1968–1973 alone (Afolayan and Adelekan 1999, Hugo 1996), and more examples are
found in Altan et al. (2006), Ezra (2001), Morris et al. (2002), Black et al. (2011), Mulligan et
al. (2014), or Reuveny (2007). Recent empirical evidence suggests that climate change had at
least an impact on the mass migration from Syria to Europe (Kelley et al. 2015, Hsiang and
Burke 2014). Also, Feng et al. (2010) show that a 10% reduction in crop yields in Mexico leads
to an additional 2% of Mexicans migrating to the US. Given the expected increases in climate
change, predictions for climate-induced migration range from a few to several hundred million
people in 2050 (Marchiori and Schumacher 2011, Gemenne 2011, Oppenheimer 2013).
There are some who argue that climate change may not increase migration (Field et al. 2014).
Despite a somewhat conservative positioning of Field et al. (2014) there is ample empirical ev-
idence coming from both microeconometric and macroeconomic studies that climatic changes
has driven and will drive migration decisions across the world (Marchiori et al. 2015). Also, we
more closely align ourselves with the forced migration literature, meaning that economic argu-
ments are not necessarily underlying the migration choice, but that often migration may not be
a choice but instead a necessity. This would, for example, be the case of desertification or sea
level rise. Overall, sea level rise and desertification are expected to be the main push factors
(Field et al. 2014). For sea level rise, estimates range from 72 million people (0.5 meter rise) to
187 million (2 meter rise) displaced people. For sub-Saharan Africa alone, higher predicted tem-
peratures, and thus droughts and desertification, are expected to lead to an annual displacement
of 12 million people by the end of this century (Marchiori et al. 2012).
While again there are some who believe that governments may heavily invest in protection
measures (Hallegatte et al. 2011) and thereby significantly reduce migration needs, we would
argue that it is not entirely clear or even unlikely that this is going to happen. After all, most
of the people heavily affected by sea level rise or desertification are living in poor developing
countries that often lack the institutional developments or finances which tend to be a prerequisite
for taking protective actions. Furthermore, while most migration tends to be within national
borders, WBGU (2009) suggest that “[t]ransboundary environmental migration will mainly take
the form of south-south migration, but Europe and North America must also expect substantially
increased migratory pressure from regions most at risk from climate change.”5
Thesis 2 Climate change promotes conflicts.
5This is also confirmed in empirical studies, among others in Marchiori et al. (2012) and Feng et al. (2010).
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When it comes to whether or not climate change promotes conflicts then there is increasing
evidence supporting the thesis,6 with some conflicting views7 nevertheless. Hsiang et al. (2013)
estimate, based on a meta-study, that for regions with strong expected climate change the fre-
quency of inter-group conflicts may increase by up to 56%. In another study, Hsiang et al.
(2011) find that El Nino may have been a major contribution to 21% of the 234 civil conflicts
since 1950. Burke et al. (2009) estimate that climate change will increase armed conflicts in
sub-Saharan Africa by 54% towards 2030. Similar results for the case of droughts are found in
Couttenier and Soubeyran (2014). Though these results are not uncontested, see e.g. Gleditsch
(1998) and Buhaug et al. (2014), it is generally accepted that climate change is, or can be, an
additional factor that leads to conflicts. While it is certainly not the only factor, and definitely
has not proven to be a sufficient factor, it is well-documented that environmental change induces,
among others, social changes (Diamond 2005), undermines security and reinforces or even in-
duces conflicts (Barnett and Adger 2007). Further support (see also Zhang et al. (2011)) for the
relationship between climatic conditions and conflict come from Zhang et al. (2007), who study
the period 1400-1900 and show that long-term fluctuations of war frequency and population
changes followed the cycles of temperature change. In addition, von Uexkull (2014), studying
sub-Saharan Africa for the period 1989-2008, emphasizes that droughts lead to a higher risk of
civil conflict. For the case of India, Wischnath and Buhaug (2014) find that harvest loss leads to
a higher probability of violence, and subsequently argue that climate change is likely to aggravate
this relationship. In addition, studying North and South Sudan for the period 1997 and 2009,
Maystadt et al. (2015) highlight that temperature anomalies increase the risk of future conflicts
by around 27%. In the words of the German Advisory Council on Global Change (WBGU 2009),
without adequate policy “... climate change will draw ever-deeper lines of division and conflict
in international relations, triggering numerous conflicts between and within countries over the
distribution of resources, especially water and land, over the management of migration, or over
compensation payments between the countries mainly responsible for climate change and those
countries most affected by its destructive effects.”
In a good overview of the recent literature on climate change and conflicts, Salehyan (2014)
6The article by Jones (2011) contains a map of roughly 70 conflicts that occurred between 1980-2005 and that
have been attributed to environmental factors, with water and land/soil being the predominant cause.
7There are, for example, studies suggesting that for some time periods and regions no impact from climate is
found, e.g. O’Loughlin et al. (2012) or Ciccone (2011).
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suggests that currently “the discussion is no longer about whether or not the climate influences
conflict, but about when and how it does so.” It is here where we believe that we can provide
some additional insights as to when a conflict may occur. However, we shall only focus on the
link via migration and neglect the other potential array of arguments.
Thesis 3 Climate change promotes conflicts through increased migration.
In fact, there is evidence that already historically local environmental changes have led to large-
scale migration that then induced conflicts. It is, for example, believed that droughts in Asia led
to significant migration and consequently invasions by the Visigoths and Turks that helped topple
the Roman Empire (Brooke 2014). Similarly, Yancheva et al. (2007) postulate that droughts led
to migrations that contributed to the declines of the Chinese Tang dynasty and the Mayas in
Central America. WBGU (2009) find that a large number of conflicts have been caused by
environmental scarcities. And, going back even further in time, Büntgen et al. (2011) find that
climate variability in the period 250 - 600 AD may have contributed to the Migration Period and
the fall of the western Roman Empire. Out of the 38 cases of environmental migration identified
by Reuveny (2007), 19 of these cases also see conflict in receiving regions. Reuveny (2007)
specifically concludes by saying that “[e]nvironmental migration crosses international borders at
times, and plays a role in conflict. Environmental migration does not always lead to conflict, but
when it does, the conflict intensity can be very high, including interstate and intrastate wars.”
Similarly, WBGU (2009) concludes that “[e]xperience has shown that migration can greatly
increase the likelihood of conflict in transit and target regions.”
In order to provide a bit more structure on conflicts we shall now distinguish between two
types of conflicts, namely internal and external conflict. When we refer to internal conflict we
mean conflict that is due to immigration, thus we refer to costs of immigration. Instead, when
we talk about external conflict we understand this as conflict that is caused by all those that
potentially want to immigrate but are obstructed from doing so.
Thesis 4 Immigration leads to internal conflicts.
Immigration tends to have both benefits and costs for host countries, and this depends strongly
on the type of immigration. Most studies have focused on immigration that occurs gradually
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and for economic reasons. In this respect, Borjas (1995) has argued that natives tend to benefit
from immigration but that these benefits may be rather small. Kerr and Kerr (2011) survey
the recent literature and find evidence that immigration leads to either very small or potentially
negative work or wage displacement effects on natives. Public finances, however, do not tend
to be negatively affected, but also only marginally positively. Thus, whereas it is clear that
immigrants will add to overall GDP simply due to their additional labor (Aiyar et al. 2016),
inhowfar additional benefits or costs occur is not entirely clear.8
Conflicts, however, tend to arise for larger levels of immigration because of internal social
tensions that come directly from the difficult interaction between locals and the new foreign
entrants (due to language barriers, cultural differences, downward pressure on wages, sharing of
limited resources, etc. see e.g. Homer-Dixon (1991) and Withagen (2014)). In addition, one
may expect increases in the crime rates or social unrest if the migrants are unable to directly
contribute to the economy.9 While empirical evidence for that is somewhat weak, a policy maker
may nevertheless feel that this is a potential threat and thus introduce this cost when determining
the immigration policy.10
However, it is clear that whenever immigrants start to compete for local resources with the
inhabitants, then this is certainly breeding grounds for conflict (Hsiang et al. 2013). While we
fully agree with Ostrom (1990) that good institutions may mediate conflict risk, it is also clear
that at some point physical and financial constraints prevent countries (take Luxembourg as
an extreme example) from taking on more immigrants, or that even good institutions cannot
overcome the conflict between the natives and the immigrants. A thriving literature that has
investigated this is the ‘Sons of the Soil’ literature and it has been reviewed in Côté and Mitchell
8With respect to the Syrian immigration, estimates suggest that, for Germany alone, annual costs of the
refugees are expected to be around 10 billion euros (RWI 2015).
9For example, Angrist and Kugler (2003) show that immigrants to the European Union tend to have higher
unemployment rates than locals, while Borjas (1995) argues that these differences tend to persist.... Borjas (1999)
also shows that immigrants tend to choose their host country, among others, according to the welfare benefits.
10There is some evidence that the subjective assessment points strongly in this direction. For example, Mayda
(2006) notes that “[b]oth security worries and cultural and national-identity issues are key non-economic factors
affecting immigration opinions. Security concerns are related to the perception that immigrants are more likely
than natives to be involved in criminal activity... Cultural and national-identity issues are related to the intrinsic
side effect of immigration: the meeting, which often becomes a clash, of people of different ethnic origins and
cultures.”
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(2015). One of the main contributions in this literature is Fearon and Laitin (2011) which
concludes that around 1/3 of all ethnic civil wars since 1945 were between natives and immigrants.
In addition to this immigration for mostly economic reasons, the evidence cited above suggests
that climate change leads to migration that is more forced than freely chosen, especially in the
case of desertification or sea level rise. In this respect, Bhavnani and Lacina (2015) have found
evidence for a statistically significant effect from climatic changes on interstate migration and
subsequently conflict in India between 1982 and 2000. With a slightly more general focus,
Salehyan and Gleditsch (2006) study the period 1951-2001 and find that international refugees
increase the probability of conflict in the host country. Homer-Dixon (1994) has a number of
case studies where he identifies environmental reasons as drivers for migration and subsequently
conflict.
Thesis 5 Constraining immigration leads to external conflicts.
While the immigrants in the receiving country may give rise to some kind of an internal conflict,
a potentially larger conflict may arise from those that want to immigrate but are not allowed.
This not only significantly increases the conflict potential in the source countries (Hsiang et
al. 2013), but it is now also getting more widely accepted that these conflicts may be taken
to the recipient countries (Hsiang and Burke 2014, Homer-Dixon 1991). This thesis is a logical
extension of the previous theses. In particular, we suggest the following channel at work. Assume
there are people that want to migrate to their preferred region of choice, which we simply call
the North, and to be more specific and link with our subsequent study (though this argument
works for any push/pull factor) assume that climate change is the driver. If the North constrains
the migrants from moving to their preferred location of choice, then they will end up in a less-
preferred location. This location may be less-preferred simply because economic opportunities
are worse or because social differences are larger. Consequently, given our literature synthesis
above, this is likely to increase the risk of conflicts outside of the North. It is, furthermore, clear
that the more the North constrains immigration the more likely will this external conflict occur.
This external conflict can then impact the North in various ways. For example, these conflicts
can destabilize regions and lead to economic losses to the North (Murdoch and Sandler 2002)
from reduced export demand, or it can require costly military interventions by the North to re-
stabilize the region. Similarly, external conflicts are breeding grounds for terrorism that may take
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the war to the North itself (Backer et al. 2016), and thus constraining immigration may import
conflicts (Salehyan 2008a). For example, Salehyan (2008a) notes that “[t]he Israeli invasion of
Lebanon in 1982 and the Rwandan invasion of Zaire in 1996 were largely motivated by the desire
to clear refugee camps that harbored militant factions.” All these interventions are costly and one
would expect the probability of having to intervene to be an increasing function of the number
of potential immigrants not admitted.
Having reviewed these five theses regarding the link between climate change, migration, and
conflict, the next Section sets out the model that will serve as a vehicle to the analysis.
3 A model of climate-induced migration and conflicts
In this article we focus on the optimal, unilateral decisions of the North.11 The simple reason
for focusing only on the North is that immigration policy tends to be undertaken unilaterally
by the host countries, and, in light of the recent refugees crisis in Europe, it is clear that it is
important to understand the determinants of immigration policy in the North. Furthermore, we
focus on the North simply because most carbon emissions have historically arisen there, and also
in terms of climate mitigation policy we expect the North to play the major role.
As we want to investigate the role of conflict for optimal climate and immigration policy in
an analytically tractable framework, we will need to restrict the model by focusing on what we
view as the most crucial aspects. As suggested above, we use an infinitely-lived, representative
agent model, where a policy maker chooses the optimal mitigation and immigration policy. The
policy maker is interested in total national income, where immigrants add to production while
more production leads to further emissions which increases climate change. The stronger the
impact of climate change on the poor, affected South, the more people want to migrate into the
safer, wealthier North. The reason why a policy maker from the North may wish to obstruct
immigration is because immigrants may give rise to an internal conflict. The reason for which a
policy maker may wish to increase immigration is because this reduces the gap between potential
immigrants and those migrants that are accepted into the country, and thus this reduces the
likelihood of an external conflict. This is the basic model. We now go into more details on the
11There are of course many other approaches one can take, such as South-South migration or strategic interaction
between the North and the South.
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precise assumptions that we consider.
Production
Our assumption is that production, G(I(t)), in the North is the main driver of climate change. We
abstract from population growth12 in the North and assume that the total number of immigrants
I(t) into the North adds to total production, albeit with decreasing returns.
Assumption 1 Total production in the North is a function of immigration I(t) > 0 and given
by G(I(t)), with G(0) > 0, G′(I) > 0, G′(0) ∈ (0,∞), and G′′(I) < 0.
Thus, we take it that GDP in the North is at a steady state and can only be further increased
by immigration. This functional form obviously comprises more detailed ones where we could
distinguish the skills of the local population L¯ (constant) with that of the immigrants I(t)
by assuming that the locals have a skill premium which could materialize e.g. in the form
G(L¯+αI(t)) with α ∈ (0, 1), or that there are complementarities between locals and immigrants,
G(L¯, I) with GL¯I > 0. The reduced form above comprises all these possibilities and, furthermore,
that there may be another factor of production, like capital, which we assume to be constant in
this basic model.13
Climate change
In line with empirical evidence, production in the North then is assumed to be the main source
of climate change (Pachauri et al. 2014), and carbon emissions come as a fixed proportion q1 > 0
of production. Thus, by accepting more immigrants the North also knows that this will induce
further carbon emissions and consequently leads to an increased climate change.
In order to combat climate change, we assume that the North can invest in costly mitigation
efforts, A(t) > 0. In order to not constrain ourselves to a particular technology we assume that
12While one could, of course, consider also the impact of population growth in the North, we would argue that
this would only affect the results quantitatively. Also, realistically speaking, the population growth rate in the
rich North is so low (roughly 0.5% on average in 2015) that we can easily abstract from this factor.
13According to our steady state perspective, the technology is actually given by G(K¯, L¯, I), where both the
capital stock and the size of the native population are taken constant. So, we abstract from the dynamics of
capital and population.
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the North has a whole array of technologies at its disposal, from simple abatement technolo-
gies that reduce emissions to carbon-capture and storage facilities that take carbon out of the
atmosphere. For lack of better empirically-founded functional forms we assume that the mit-
igation technology is linear and simply attach a productivity parameter q2 > 0 that measures
how effective mitigation actions are in reducing carbon. However, in line with empirical evidence
we take it that stronger mitigation efforts become more costly, with the mitigation cost being
c(A), with c(A), c′(A) > 0 for all A > 0, c(0) = c′(0) = 0, and c′′ > 0. Furthermore, carbon
in the atmosphere is subject to natural decay due to natural forces like photosynthesis or ocean
dynamics, and this natural decay comes at rate δ > 0. As a result, we approximate the carbon
cycle by
P˙ (t) = q1G(I(t))− q2A(t)− δP (t), (1)
with P0 ≥ 0 given, the level of carbon in the atmosphere when the North is at its initial condition.
In order for us to be able to clearly focus on the role of conflict for optimal mitigation
and immigration policy we shall assume that the North is itself not directly affected by climate
change. This assumption, by and large, is not far off from the results presented in various studies
on regional impacts of climate change. We believe this to be a sufficiently realistic assumption
for pollution levels that are not too extreme and outside of considerations for thresholds that
lead to severe shifts in the earth’s climate.14 Nevertheless, its productive activities impose a
negative externality on a block of countries, the South, that faces potentially severe environmental
damages (extreme climate events, rise in sea levels etc.), which then trigger potential international
migration.15 Thus, we assume that the number of potential migrants increases with climate
change. In particular, we assume that it increases linearly with the stock of carbon at rate
14We acknowledge that the assumption of the North being unaffected by climate change, especially if this
climate change is very large, is a bit strong. However, in our model we follow the results from the IPCC and
various integrated assessment models which show that, for smaller increases in temperature, the direct costs of
climate change to the North are small. If one were to allow for significant impacts of climate change on the North
then the North would obviously have incentives to curb climate change via mitigation.
15The expected number of climate migrants is somewhere around 150-200 million by 2050 (Stern 2007) and
this number may significantly increase without adequate climate policy (Parry 2007). The stronger the climatic
changes, the more severe will be the strain on the poorer populations and subsequently the larger will be number
of potential migrants (Marchiori and Schumacher 2011). Based on back-of-the-envelope calculations, Marchiori
and Schumacher (2011) have shown that it is not unreasonable to expect that the number of migrants may reach
35% of the population in the North by 2050. Assuming that these immigrants add to carbon emissions in a similar
way as the local population would result in significant additional emissions.
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h > 0, such that the number of potential migrants is given by hP (t).16
In terms of choices for the North, we now know that it can choose the number of immigrants,
denoted by I(t), from the pool of potential migrations, such that I(t) ∈ [0, hP (t)]. Given this
constraint, we can also define the maximum potential level of pollution, P¯ , which is the level
of pollution that solves q1G(hP¯ ) = δP¯ . This is the level of pollution at which all potential
immigrants are allowed into the host country and in which no abatement is undertaken.
Internal conflict
History has shown us that countries tend to be, for a variety of reasons, unwilling to accept all
the potential migrants.17 As we have argued in Thesis 4, immigration may be costly for the
locals in terms of labor market displacement effects, it may import terrorism, and it can lead to
an internal conflict between immigrants and locals when strains are placed on limited resources.
We shall simplify and, without important losses to generality, assume that these internal
conflicts are measurable in monetary terms by function d(I), where d(I), d′(I) > 0 for all I > 0,
d(0) = d′(0) = 0, and d′′ > 0. Additionally, if one does not want to go down the road assuming
that immigration leads to internal conflicts, then the cost d(I) can also be interpreted as the
costs of educational programs or constructing housing, both of which certainly do not come for
free.
External conflict
Since our focus is on the optimal policy from the Northern perspective, we shall not model the
conflicts arising in the South itself, but only concern ourselves with the likely conflict that the
potential migrants that are not allowed to immigrate may take to the North. In other words,
we assume that those migrants that are not accepted into the Northern territory may be the
cause of an external conflict. While we have sufficient information on potential internal costs of
immigration due to the world’s larger experience with this, we have very little knowledge about
the probability and depth of the external conflict that may arise due to climate change, as we
16We also investigated a more general functional form, given by H(P ), with H(0) = 0, H ′ > 0 and H ′′ > 0.
The implications are sufficiently similar.
17For example, the US ‘Secure Fence Act’ of 2006 led to the construction of a 1,125 km long wall to deter
Mexican migrants from freely entering the USA.
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simply do not have enough observations on this. Thus, our choice to handle the internal conflict
as deterministic seems reasonable, while the limited observations on climate-induced external
conflicts requires us to treat the arrival of such events stochastically. The next assumption
summarizes the way we treat the external conflict.
Assumption 2 Let τ be the random variable representing the date at which an external conflict
occurs. This variable is described by a probability distribution function F (t) = Pr(τ < t) defined
over the support R+, with endogenous density f(t) defined as follows:
f(t) = ψ(hP (t)− I(t))(1− F (t)), (2)
where F (0) = 0 given and ψ(hP − I) is the hazard rate, with ψ(0) = ψ′(0) = 0, ψ,ψ′ > 0, for
I ∈ [0, hP ), and ψ′′ > 0.
Consequently, the bigger the gap between potential migrants and immigrants, the larger will be
the probability of an external conflict. We assume that the North loses a fixed utility cost κ > 0
in case the conflict materializes.18 We model this in such a way that, if the negative event occurs,
then the fixed cost is incurred but economic activities continue afterwards nevertheless. In order
to obtain reasonable results we impose the following additional assumptions.
Assumption 3 We impose G′(0) > ρ+δhq1 .
As we shall see later, this assumption insures that, at an optimal solution, abatement can effec-
tively reduce the social cost of pollution. This condition basically requires that the first migrant’s
marginal impact on production is high enough.
In the last assumption, we define the criterion used in order to evaluate the instantaneous
welfare effects of immigration and mitigation decisions.
Assumption 4 Felicity function u(Y (t)) is a function of net income Y (t) ≥ 0 which is given
by Y (t) = G(I(t)) − d(I(t)) − c(A(t)), with function u(Y (t)) given by u(Y (t)) : R+ → R, with
u′ > 0, u′′ ≤ 0.
18Thus, we endogenize the probability of an external conflict here, not the extent. This we do in a subsequent
extension.
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We are now ready to pull the components of the model together. As suggested before, the
objective is to maximize the expected present value of utility, taking into account the costs from
an uncertain external conflict that arises through the gap between potential migrants and im-
migrants; the costs from certain internal conflicts that arise through the immigrants; the costs
of mitigating carbon to reduce the number of potential migrants; and the benefit of immigra-
tion, which yields increased local production. We undertake this exercise in an infinite horizon,
stochastic optimal control problem, as it is clear that the various feedbacks require a dynamic
treatment. Assume that the first external conflict, if any, occurs at time τ , then the objective
functional is given by the following integral defined in terms of expectations
Eτ
{∫ τ
0
u(Y (t))e−ρtdt+ e−ρτ (V (P (τ))− κ)
}
, (3)
where ρ > 0 is the discount rate, V (P ) denotes the value function, which also corresponds to the
continuation payoff, and Eτ is the expectation operator for the random variable. Let us define
the survival probability, X(t) as X(t) = 1 − F (t). While the basic setup of the model is very
much in line with the optimal control theory with an endogenous hazard (see especially Tsur and
Zemel 2008, Tsur and Zemel 2009, van der Ploeg 2014), our problem is more complicated as it
has both a stock and a control variable as part of the endogenous hazard.
Nevertheless, we can rewrite the problem in order to obtain its deterministic counterpart by
relying on the Poisson nature of the hazard rate, which yields the full control problem given by
max
{A(t),I(t)}
∫ ∞
0
(
u(G(I(t))− d(I(t))− c(A(t))) + ψ(hP (t)− I(t))(V (P (t))− κ))X(t)e−ρtdt
subject to 
X˙(t) = −ψ(hP (t)− I(t))X(t),
P˙ (t) = q1G(I(t))− q2A(t)− δP (t),
I(t) ∈ [0, hP (t)], A(t) ≥ 0 and P0, X0(= 1) given,
(4)
To quickly recap, the questions that we want to address with this framework are as follows.
When would the North have an incentive to cut its carbon emissions given the threat of conflict?
Under what circumstances would the North find it worthwhile to implement an active immigra-
tion policy? How would an immigration policy interact with a climate policy? Can we derive
conditions under which these policies are substitutes or complements? What will be the impact
of the optimal mitigation and immigration policies on the evolution of the climate system?
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4 Active mitigation vs. immigration policy
In order to solve the model we resort to standard optimization theory (Zemel 2015). The
constant-value Lagrangian is given by
L = [u(G(I)− c(A)− d(I))+ ψ(hP − I)(V (P )− κ)]X+
λ
(
q1G(I)− q2A− δP
)− µψ(hP − I)X + φ1I + φ2(hP − I) + φ3A (5)
with λ, µ the co-state variables respectively associated with the stock of pollution and the sur-
vival probability, and φ1, φ2 and φ3 the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the constraints
respectively on I and A. We delegate as many of the mathematical derivations as possible into
the appendix and concentrate on the main results and intuitions.
As of now, let us focus on the optimality conditions associated with the abatement and
immigration decisions. They can be written as:19
Λ = −c
′u′
q2
+
φ3
q2X
, (6)
0 = u′(G′ − d′) + κψ′ + Λq1G′ + φ1 − φ2
X
, (7)
Our aim is first to discuss the basic economic trade-offs at the interior solution with both
positive abatement and positive but limited immigration by setting φi = 0, for i = 1, 2, 3.
Equation (6) equalizes the marginal gain of abatement, −q2Λ, to the marginal cost of such a
decision, c′u′. Clearly, an interior solution in abatement requires a negative shadow value of
pollution (Λ < 0) as the policy maker would only want to reduce pollution if he or she also views
pollution as being a cost.20 Equation (7) depicts the trade-off related to a change in the level
of migrants. According to (7), the North equalizes the marginal benefit of varying immigration
I with the marginal cost. The gain is a lower risk of conflict which would cost the economy
κ in terms of utility. An additional unit of I both increases production and the internal cost
of migration. These two opposite effects, given by the difference G′ − d′, are evaluated at the
marginal utility u′. Depending on the level of immigration, this difference may be positive or
negative. Moreover, the increase in output is also accompanied by an increase in emissions,
q1G
′(I), and thus future pollution. pollution is damaging in this regime and its value is given by
19The whole set of optimality conditions is presented in Appendix A.
20If we were to assume that the North would also be affected by climate change then this would make it more
likely that Λ is negative. It would, however, also further blur the subsequent results and not add more to intuition.
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the shadow price Λ < 0. This second term always adds to the cost of immigration. Using (6),
the optimality condition (7) can be rewritten as
κψ′(hP − I) = −u′(G(I)− d(I)− c(A))(G′(I)(1− q1
q2
c′(A))− d′(I)). (8)
The RHS must be positive, which is equivalent to G′(I)(1 − q1q2 c′(A)) − d′(I) < 0, for an
interior regime with A > 0 and I ∈ (0, hP ) to be possible. Otherwise, it would mean that it is
always beneficial to accept one more migrant, which would give a corner regime with I = hP .
Condition (8) is crucial for the analysis of the interior regime because it defines a relationship
between pollution, abatement and immigration that must hold a any instant spent therein:
P = Φ(A, I), with
Φ(I, A) =
1
h
[
I + (ψ′)−1
(
−
u′(G(I)− c(A)− d(I))(G′(I)(1− q1q2 c′(A))− d′(I))
κ
)]
. (9)
It is useful to understand how pollution P responds to changes in mitigation A and immi-
gration I. Following an increase in A, the economy’s trade-off is modified as follows. For a given
level of I, this increase directly reduces the available income, which in turns translates into an
increase in the marginal utility. At the same time and from (6), it also raises the (negative) social
value of pollution. Put differently, an increase in A makes the cost of abating emissions – caused
by production and immigration – costlier (from the convexity of c). These two effects push in
the same direction and make the net marginal cost of immigration higher. Therefore, following
an increase in A, I being given, the stock of pollution has to increase to restore the equality in
(9). This explains why ΦA(A, I) > 0. Moreover, from a concavity argument, we should have,
other things equal, ΦI(A, I) > 0.
4.1 The roles of internal versus external conflict
Above we already alluded to the fact that both the external and internal conflict play significantly
different yet very clear roles, but that only their interaction makes things complicated. In order
to show that, we alternatively switch on the channels through which the internal and external
conflict affect the mitigation and immigration policies.21
21Technical details can be derived from the analysis of the general case and are available upon request.
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4.1.1 External conflict only
We start by assuming that a policy maker does not expect an internal conflict to occur. This
would be a reasonable assumptions if there are no cultural or educational differences between
locals and immigrants or if there is enough space and work for all immigrants. In other words,
we assume that immigrants cannot be significantly distinguished from locals and that there are
no negative returns from adding to population. Mathematically, this would be equivalent to
assuming that d(I) = 0, ∀I.
In this situation, the solution is intuitively simple. Firstly, there is no cost of internal migra-
tion but instead only a benefit to income. Secondly, it is possible to minimize the external conflict
by allowing all potential migrants to come in. Thus, the North should reap all the benefits and
incur no cost by choosing no mitigation (A = 0) but accept all potential migrations (I = hP ).
Along the corresponding development trajectory, pollution increases monotonically to reach the
maximum level of pollution P¯ while its (positive) shadow value decreases.
While at first instance it seems unreasonable to accept that pollution may have a positive
shadow value, or, in other words, that climate change may be something beneficial,22 let us
remind ourselves where this comes from. The North can benefit from climate change since this
higher pollution leads to more potential migrants which help the North to increase its production.
Since the North has the possibility to accept all potential migrants, then this minimizes the
external conflict and immigrants subsequently become a source of North’s economic growth.
The fact that immigrants are, and have always been, a source of economic expansion in the
receiving country is generally well accepted. We here add the point that climate change is likely
to increase the number of potential migrants that the North may want to take in, and, if this is
done, then in turn this may increase pollution and induce more migration.
4.1.2 Internal conflict only
The external conflict plays a drastically, significantly different role. If there were no external
conflict, then a policy maker would be free to constrain the inflow of migrants to only the level
up to which society benefits the most from these migrants. The reason is that without the
22Let us note that this result should not be surprising as overall mankind, ever since the industrial revolution,
has benefited immensely from the emission of carbon.
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external conflict there is no cost from not allowing potential migrants to enter the country. As
a result, we can show that the North’s valuation of pollution again is non-negative, and thus
optimal abatement should always be zero.
Hence the policy maker should simply set immigration at the level that maximizes income,
i.e. where G′(I) = d′(I), ∀t, if the maximum attainable level of pollution is sufficiently high
(i.e. hP ≥ I). However, if the initial level of pollution is low, then the policy maker cannot
set the number of immigrants at this level that maximizes net income (as there are not enough
potential migrants), and consequently chooses the highest possible level, which is the one where
he allows all potential migrants to immigrate. Clearly, the policy maker will then follow this
policy up to the point where the number of potential migrants exceeds the level of immigrants
that maximizes income minus internal conflict. From this point onwards the policy maker will
keep the level of immigration at the income maximizing level.
We, by no means, suggest that it is necessarily a realistic scenario. However, even if we
consider that the migrant-receiving country is affected by climate change then this result may
continue to hold, especially if the impact of climate change is sufficiently low or if the North could
undertake adaptation measures. Still, what we argue is that the North, if it is not (fully) driven
by ethical considerations, would face the trade-offs as discussed above. As our model shows, even
if the North were not to take e.g. the feedback from immigration on pollution into account, the
results would still fully hold. The North would still set immigration at the maximum potential
level if the number of potential migrants is below the income maximizing one, and would hold it
at the income maximizing level otherwise. This shows the problems with such a unilateral policy
and also demonstrates that there may be significant welfare gains if climate change policy were
to be undertaken at the global level.
4.2 Optimal policy under internal and external conflicts
Let us now turn to the analysis of the general case. If we allow for both internal and external
conflicts, then our system gives rise to a multitude of potential solutions and transitions between
regimes. Based on the combinations between corner and interior solutions we can identify six
potential regimes, each being characterized by a particular combination of mitigation, A, and
immigration, I. One of these regimes (A = 0, I = 0) can be neglected since it cannot satisfy the
necessary conditions (see the Appendix B). The remaining five regimes can all be represented in
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the Λ − P space. Indeed, it is possible to define three regime curves, Λ = 0, Λ = F1(P ), and
Λ = F2(P ), that divide this space into five different regions (see the Appendix A). As depicted
in Figure 1, the horizontal axis splits the plan into the region with positive abatement (strictly
below the axis) and the one with zero abatement (above and including the axis). F1(P ) separates
the region with full immigration from the one with only partial immigration whereas the location
with respect to F2(P ) tells us whether the economy accepts migrants, or not.23 This is enough to
locate the different regimes in the Λ−P plan. The analysis in the Λ−P plan proves to be very
useful when it comes to the complete description of the global dynamics. We now investigate
each regime separately in order to identify the potential outcomes in the long run.
4.2.1 Possible outcomes in the long run
Before going any further, we need to introduce some notations. Assume that the economy accepts
all of the migrants and does not undertake any abatement so that the system lies in the regime
A = 0, I = hP . The income, G(hP ) − d(hP ), is inverted U-shaped, reaching a maximum for
P = P˜ . This yields a level of migrants such that the internal marginal gain from immigration
equalizes the internal marginal cost, G′(hP˜ ) = d′(hP˜ ). Income must be non-negative, which
requires P ≤ P¯ . Moreover the evolution of pollution is driven by the difference between emissions
and natural absorption q1G(hP )− δP . This function is also inverted U-shaped with a maximum
reached at P = Pˇ , hq1G′(hPˇ ) = δ; the highest level of pollution attainable being given by P¯
such that q1G(hP¯ ) = δP¯ . Because of physical and economic constraints, pollution is constrained
above by the minimum of P¯ and P¯ . Hereafter we take P¯ < P¯ . As it is well-known that the
concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere is quite persistent (δ is low), the emissions-output ratio
should be low as well.24 In addition, the internal conflict function should not be too convex,
meaning that serious conflicts may only occur when the number of migrants becomes sizable.
Accordingly, we will assume that Pˇ < P˜ and furthermore, P˜ < P¯ .25
For the remainder of the analysis, we need to introduce two last notations: let Pˆ and P˘ be
23The regime curves Fi(P ), i = 1, 2, both start at Λ = −u′(G(0) − c((c′)−1( q2q1 ))/q1 for P = 0 and satisfy
F ′1(P ) > 0 and F ′2(P ) < 0.
24This sounds like an acceptable assumption if one recognizes that the North has already reached a sufficiently
advanced technological level so that the pollution intensity of production is quite low.
25This ranking corresponds to the most interesting situation featuring the largest variety of outcomes. A
summary of what’s going on under the other possible rankings is postponed to a later discussion.
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respectively defined by ρ + δ = hq1G′(hPˆ ) and ρ + δ = hq1d′(hP˘ ). By construction we have
Pˆ < P˜ < P˘ . Let us finally note that to each critical level of pollution corresponds a critical level
of immigration given by I = P/h.
In Proposition 1, we establish which regime may host a steady state and derive the existence
conditions (see the Appendix B).
Proposition 1 The economy can end up in either the corner regime, with A > 0 and I = 0, or
in the interior regime, with A > 0 and I ∈ (0, hP ).
i. The steady state of the corner regime A > 0, I = 0 is a saddle point uniquely defined by:
q1G(0)− q2A
δ
=
1
h
(ψ′)−1
(
(ρ+ δ)c′(A)u′(G(0)− c(A))
hq2κ
)
.
This steady state exists only if: G(0) > max
{
c((c′)−1( q2q1 )),
q2
q1
(c′)−1( q2q1 )
}
. It necessarily
satisfies A > (c′)−1( q2q1 ).
ii. Suppose that I ≥ I˜ and A ≤ (c′)−1( q2q1 ). A steady state of the interior regime A > 0, I ∈
(0, hP ) solves:
(ρ+ δ)c′(A) + hq2
(
G′(I)(1− q1q2 c′(A))− d′(I)
)
= 0⇔ A = A1(I)
q1G(I)− q2A− δΦ(I, A) = 0⇔ A = A2(I),
with Φ, the relationship linking P to A and I, defined in equation (9). There exists a unique
steady state, which is a saddle point, if and only if A2(I) < A1(I) at I = min
{
I˘ , I¯
}
.
The necessary conditions for a corner steady state requires the output, absent any immigra-
tion, be high enough. This sounds like an acceptable feature of the North developed economy.
We also observe a kind of dichotomy in the nature of the long run outcome mostly coming from
the level of abatement and how it compares to the threshold level (c′)−1( q2q1 ). Moreover, focusing
on large enough immigration levels (I ≥ I˜) is sufficient to ensure that the necessary optimality
condition (8), for an interior I, holds and Φ(I, A) is well-defined.
So this proposition basically states that the economy has two opposite options in the long
run. Either it can settle in a long-run regime characterized by a high level of abatement and no
immigration at all. This means that in order to control the threat of external conflict and to
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avoid any type of internal conflict, the policy maker chooses to keep the pollution level very low
at the expense of production. At the other end of the spectrum of the possible decisions, the
economy can stabilize at the interior solution for a level of abatement lower than the corner one.
In this situation, it accepts quite a lot of migrants, which allows for a high level of production.
As a byproduct of this policy, the level of pollution is higher than at the corner regime, while
the risk of external conflict can be higher or lower than at the corner solution.
Note that we cannot rule out the existence of multiple interior solutions. In fact there may
exist interior steady states in the region with I < I˜ (actually much lower, see the Appendix B.3)
and A > (c′)−1( q2q1 ). So they basically have the opposite properties as the unique interior steady
state identified in Proposition 1 and can ultimately be interpreted as limit cases of the corner
steady states with A > 0 and I = 0. As they do not bring much to the discussion, we do not
elaborate more on this for now.
This simple steady state analysis emphasizes a substitutability between the two policy instru-
ments, mitigation and immigration. In the next section, we go one step further by examining the
global dynamics. The aim is to address a series of questions: what are the development paths
that may bring the economy to the possible steady states? Are mitigation and immigration
policies substitute or complement along these paths? What is the optimal policy? To answer
these questions, we have to take a look at the dynamical system in each particular regime and
investigate the possible combinations of these regimes.
4.2.2 Dynamic behavior and optimality
For the sake of simplicity, we impose two restrictions henceforth: we assume that the utility
function u is linear (so we work directly with income as the objective function) and that the
costs of mitigation, c(A), are quadratic. As mentioned just above, there may also exist low
interior steady states featuring I < I˜. If it is quite easy to give a sufficient existence condition
for this type of interior steady state, it proves more difficult to assess their number and stability
properties. In the following discussion we will consider a situation similar to the one depicted
in Figure 1, in which there is another interior steady state, whose location is close to the F2
frontier, featuring low immigration and high abatement. This indeed leads to the most familiar
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configuration with three steady states, of which the intermediate one is a source.26
It is clearly visible that the economy may exhibit a wide range of more or less complex
dynamic behaviors (including several transitions between regimes). But, given Proposition 1, we
know that the optimal path will end up in the steady state of either the corner regime with no
immigration (bottom, left), or the interior regime (middle, right). Which steady state then turns
out to be the optimal one depends on the parameters of the model. In particular, we find that
(albeit numerically only) for some parameter combinations the high interior steady state turns
out to be optimal, for some the corner steady state, while for others there exists a Skiba point
(Skiba 1978)27 and which steady state is optimally approached asymptotically then depends on
the initial condition of pollution.
Let us assume that the parameter conditions are such that the high interior steady state is
optimal, as depicted in Figure 1. For illustration purposes we consider that initial pollution is
low. In this case the policy maker finds it optimal to choose Λ0 ≥ 0 since low pollution means
that both internal and external conflict is at a very low level. Hence the North will choose a
development path (depicted by the red curve in the figure) where it first neglects investment in
mitigation and accepts as many immigrants as possible for a while. This places the economy
on a trajectory of increasing pollution and increasing number of immigrants. This (temporary)
negligence of climate policy can have two reasons. Intuitively, it can be motivated by purely
self-centered motives, whereby the North may decide to accept few migrants in order to prevent
any (initial) risk of external conflict. This can be all the more optimal as in this region increasing
P and I has an overall positive impact on the economy because initially the costs of internal and
external conflict are very low.
After some point, however, the North finds that the increase in immigrants finally induces
some non-negligible levels of internal conflict, which would imply that the benefits from increasing
climate change shrink. If that is the case, the economy switches in the regime with A > 0 and
I = hP , which means that the policy maker wishes to start mitigation efforts in order to reduce
the number of climate refugees. The policy maker knows that as he/she increases the number of
migrants, immigration leads to an internal conflict (the internal benefits from immigration gets
26This situation is indeed the only one that comes out in our numerical analysis once we impose A1(0) < A2(0).
27We thank Florian Wagener for the suggestion to search for Skiba points and refer the reader to Wagener
(2003) for a rigorous analysis of Skiba points and their link with the bifurcation theory.
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exhausted) while at the same time it increases external conflict through the impact of production
on climate change; and subsequently the number of potential migrants. Mitigation can help in
this case to slow down the process, i.e., to compensate for the increased impact of production
on climate change from immigration since some of the GDP that immigration produces can be
used for mitigation. Finally, when the stock of pollution and the number of potential migrants
become high enough, the North tightens its immigration policy (regime A > 0, I < hP ) and
accepts to bear the risk of external conflict in order to keep internal conflict under control. Last
but not least, this discussion highlights that on the optimal way to the high interior steady state
both mitigation are immigration are never substitutes but tend to be chosen as complements.
As a more policy-oriented conclusion and in the light of the Syrian refugee crisis, which some
argue has partly been caused by climatic changes, we suggest that Europe is currently in regime
A > 0, I = hP : some mitigation action is undertaken to reduce climate change, and a significant
amount of immigration is accepted. The overall value of more climate change now starts to
be perceived being negative since increases to climate change would drive more migrants into
Europe. Hence the economy should switch in finite time to regime A > 0, I ∈ (0, hP ) where
there is a (saddle path) stable equilibrium, implying that also in future there will be a large
number of Syrian immigrants in Europe, while mitigation efforts are likely to increase in order to
reduce total immigration. From the discussion of Section 4.1.1, we may argue that the trajectory
should give the optimum for a sufficiently small enough internal conflict, a high risk of external
conflict and expensive mitigation.
On the other hand, it is possible that the North is neither concerned much with a potential
external conflict, nor does it feel that migrants add sufficiently to the region’s income in order
to find that immigration is worthwhile. This, for example, could be the case of the USA, a
region that blocks immigration from Mexico for precisely those two reasons. However, let us
furthermore assume that, despite the recent European experience, this rich region has sufficient
foresight and is able to acknowledge that the current way of producing leads to emissions that
would increase the number of potential immigrants. Not willing to accept the rise in the pool
of potential migrants, the North decides to undertake substantial mitigation. This would place
the system in regime A > 0, I = 0 where the North does not accept immigration, yet at the
same time reduces climate change in order to lower the potential for external conflict. For this
trajectory to be optimal, it must be that the mitigation option is actually cheap enough, or
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sufficiently efficient. If that is not the case, then the solution with positive mitigation but zero
immigration is not the best choice and it becomes relatively cheaper to actually allow for some
immigration.
Figure 1: Graphical representation of optimal solution
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Let us precisely take the case where the internal conflict is of high significance while mitigation
is sufficiently cheap such that the optimal solution ends up in the corner regime (I = 0, A > 0).
In this situation, and for sufficiently high levels of pollution, the optimality candidate is similar
to the green curve depicted in Figure 1. We find that the North always chooses an interior
level of immigration first in order to reduce the importance of the external conflict. But at the
same time it uses mitigation in order to bring pollution down again. Along the optimal path,
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the mitigation and immigration policy are then substitutes. They are substitutes insofar as the
North invests significantly in mitigation in order to be able to reduce immigration. Once the
North has managed to reduce pollution significantly it will start to slow down both mitigation
and immigration and stop accepting migrants eventually. In this case, the North can afford to
live with a certain relatively low risk of external conflict, yet benefiting from not having the more
significant internal conflict.
We finally look at the case where the North recognizes the importance of both internal and
external conflict and does not have a sufficiently cheap abatement option. In this case either
of the two possible development trajectories, leading to the two different steady states, can be
a candidate for optimality and the initial level of pollution determines which one should be
optimally approached. Indeed for some parameter values, we find a Skiba point, defined as the
critical initial level of pollution at which the North is indifferent between taking the path that
leads to the corner steady state and following the trajectory that brings the economy to the high
interior steady state.28 It is also important to notice that in this situation, the policy maker
never attaches a positive value to pollution. For any initial level of pollution, it is always better
to either reduce pollution or slow down its growth.
5 Conclusion
In this article we investigated the links between conflict and optimal mitigation and immigration
policy. We forwarded five theses that we base on a summary of the recent literature. These theses
are that climate change triggers human migration, it promotes conflicts, and it more specifically
promotes those conflicts through increased migration, and finally that immigration leads to
internal conflicts while constraining immigration can aggravate external conflicts. Based upon
these theses we developed a model where a receiving region chooses the number of immigrants it
wants to accept from a pool of potential migrants that is endogenously determined by the extent
of climate change. Accepting these migrants allows increases in local production, but, as argued
above, gives rise to internal conflicts. In addition, those potential migrants that are forced to
move due to climate change but that are not allowed to immigrate may induce significant external
28For any level of pollution below (above) the Skiba point, the economy will optimally end up in the corner
(interior) regime.
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conflict. We then allow a policy maker, in conjunction with his/her optimal mitigation policy,
to dynamically choose the optimal number of immigrants in this framework. With this we want
to understand the way a policy maker may wish to trade-off immigration and climate policies.
Our results suggest that immigration policy cannot any longer be separately studied from
climate policy and that it is particularly the role of conflicts that drive optimal policy. In
particular, if external conflict is judged to be the only important conflict then the North should
take in all potential migrants without undertaking any mitigation policy. If a policy maker
only perceives internal conflict as being important, then again no mitigation policy is necessary
and the North would take in the GDP maximizing level of immigrants. Instead, policy making
becomes more complicated if there is reason to be believe that both conflicts co-exist. In this
case multiple steady states exist and they are all subject to an active mitigation policy. More
specifically, depending on parameters, either a corner steady state without immigration but with
larger mitigation will be optimal, or an (high) interior steady state with a larger number of
immigrants but less mitigation. Furthermore, we find the possibility of Skiba points, signaling
that optimal policy depends on initial conditions, too. Thus, for levels of pollution at the Skiba
point the policy maker can choose to cope with climate change-induced migration and related
conflicts by placing more emphasis on mitigation and neglecting immigration, or by accepting
migrants but neglecting mitigation. Hence, we would argue that additional criteria such as
humanitarian or ethical ones, may need to supplement the purely economic trade-offs. These
results also blur the distinction between action and responsibility, for the increase in migrants
induces further climate change. However, who then is responsible for this increase - the North
who accepted the migrants or the South from where these additional migrants came? How should
this affect damage attribution and inhowfar could the North then be held responsible for the
losses in the South? Furthermore, it is difficult to distinguish between the North accepting more
migrants for humanitarian reasons, or simply because they help further economic expansion. We
cannot answer these questions within this framework and also do not view this as our task here,
but our model here helps in pointing out that these questions deserve a closer analysis and, in
the light of the model’s results, may turn out to be more difficult to answer than one would
expect.
In terms of future research we suggest to work on the following. Firstly, we desperately
need more empirical evidence on the precise costs, probabilities and extends of national and
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international conflicts that are due to migration from climate change. While it seems even the
IPCC dismisses the possibility of large-scale climate migration (though even within the report
there are conflicting views), examples like the Syrian conflict show that even smaller climatic
shocks may aid or even trigger destabilization in countries or regions that then induces significant
migration waves and humanitarian crises. The situation becomes much more difficult to predict
once we are in a high carbon emission scenario with significant global temperature increases. In
terms of theoretical work, one may argue that the shape of the social welfare function matters a
lot. Rather than considering a standard utility function defined on aggregate income, one may
alternatively choose the average utilitarian criterion. One may want to add capital accumulation
and demographic aspects, or one may want to investigate the impact of cost of border controls.
Additionally, the literature suggests that institutions do play an important role for the probability
of conflicts between migrants and natives, and thus the development of institutions may be
another important focus of theoretical work.
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A Regime curves
Using standard techniques, the necessary optimality conditions (NOC) associated with problem
(4) can be written as
Λ = −c
′u′
q2
+
φ3
q2X
, (10)
0 = u′
(
G′ − d′)+ κψ′ + q1ΛG′ + φ1 − φ2
X
, (11)
Λ˙ = (ρ+ δ)Λ + κhψ′ − hφ2
X
, (12)
P˙ = q1G(I)− q2A− δP, (13)
with Λ = λX , and where we used µ = V (P ) and Λ = V
′(P ) for all t.
The system may exhibit 5 different regimes corresponding to all the possible combinations
between the controls A and I. In order to get a general representation of the system, we will
work (as far as possible) in the Λ−P plan. The location of the 5 regimes is determined by three
regime curves (RC). From (10), with A = φ3 = 0, the first RC is the horizontal axis Λ = 0. For
all Λ ≥ (<)0, we have A = (>)0.
The curve delimiting the region where I = hP from the one with I < hP is:
u′(G(hP )− d(hP )− c(A))(G′(hP )− d′(hP )) + q1ΛG′(hP ) = 0, (14)
which requires u′ + q1Λ > 0.
First consider the region where Λ ≥ 0. The RC is defined for P ≥ P˜ (⇔ d′ ≥ G′) by:
Λ =
u′(G(hP )− d(hP ))
q1
( d′(hP )
G′(hP )
− 1) ≡ F1(hP
+
; q1
−
)
Now consider the region where Λ < 0. For P < P˜ , we can use the relation between Λ and A,
given by (10), with φ3 = 0 and I = hP ,
Λ = −c
′(A)u′(G(hP )− d(hP )− c(A))
q2
,
to get A = A(Λ−, hP+ ; q2+
). Replacing in (14), the second RC is implicitly defined by:
u′(G(hP )− d(hP )− c(A(Λ, hP ; q2)))(G′(hP )− d′(hP )) + q1ΛG′(hP ) = 0.
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>From the implicit function theorem, we obtain:
Λ = F1(hP
+
; q1
+
, q2
−
).
This part of the regime curve joins the second part at P = P˜ , where Λ = 0. We also have
F1(0) = −
u′(G(0)−c((c′)−1( q2
q1
)))
q1
< 0, which requires G(0) > c((c′)−1( q2q1 )).
The curve delimiting the region where I = 0 from the one where I > 0 is given, from (11)
with φ1 = φ2 = 0 and I = 0, by
κψ′(hP ) = −G′(0)(u′(G(0)− c(A)) + q1Λ). (15)
It is defined only in the region where u′ + q1Λ ≤ 0, which implies Λ < 0. For Λ < 0, mitigation
efforts are positive and given by (10), with φ3 = 0:
Λ = −c
′(A)u′(G(0)− c(A))
q2
. (16)
This expression gives A as a function of Λ, parameterized by q2: A = A(Λ−; q2+
). Note that
imposing Λ ≤ −u′q1 is equivalent to c′(A) ≥
q2
q1
⇔ A ≥ (c′)−1( q2q1 ).
Replacing this expression in (15), we obtain the third RC in the Λ− P plan:
P =
1
h
(ψ′)−1[−G
′(0)
κ
(u′(G(0)− c(A(Λ; q2)) + q1Λ)]⇔ Λ = F2(hP− ; q1− , q2+ ).
Note that the RC, F1 and F2, start from the same point, i.e., F1(0) = F2(0). For the corner
regime with I = 0 to be attainable, one must have G(0) > c((c′)−1( q2q1 )).
In sum, for any Λ ≥ max {0, F1(P )}, the regime is A = 0, I = hP . For P ≥ P˜ and Λ ∈
[0, F1(P )), the regime is A = 0, I ∈ (0, hP ). For P < P˜ and Λ ∈ [F1(P ), 0), the regime is A > 0,
I = hP . For Λ ≤ F2(P ), the regime is A > 0 and I = 0 and for Λ ∈ (F2(P ),min {F1(P ), 0}),
the regime is A > 0, I ∈ (0, hP ).
B Steady state analysis
First notice that the regime with A = I = 0 neither hosts a steady state nor can be optimal
along the transition. Suppose that there exists a non-degenerate interval of timeM during which
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the system lies in this regime. Then, from the NOC at any t ∈M :
Λ = φ3q2X
φ1 = −X [u′(G(0))G′(0) + κψ′(hP ) + q1G′(0)Λ] .
Thus, it must hold that Λ ≥ 0, which in turn implies the RHS of the second equation is strictly
negative, a contradiction. We can also establish that there is no steady state with A = 0 and
I < hP . Suppose that such a steady state exists. Then, one must have from (10) and (12):
Λ = −κhψ′ρ+δ < 0 because ψ′ > 0, and Λ = φ3q2X ≥ 0 because φ3 is the Lagrange multiplier
associated with A ≥ 0; another contradiction. So 3 regimes only may have a steady state: two
corner regimes (with A > 0, I = 0, and with A = 0 and I = hP ) and the interior regime A > 0,
I ∈ (0, hP ).
B.1 Corner regime with A > 0 & I = 0
In this regime, a steady state solves the following system of steady state curves (SC):
Λ = −κhψ′(hP )ρ+δ
δP = q1G(0)− q2A(Λ; q2)⇔ Λ = Λ(P
+
; q1
−
, q2
+
)
(17)
where the expression of A comes from (16). From the properties of the SCs, there always exists
a unique intersection between them. We can further identify three necessary conditions for this
steady state to be located in the right domain. The first one, mentioned above, requires that:
(i) G(0) > c((c′)−1( q2q1 )). In addition, the second SC must start from a level below F2(0), which
yields: (ii) G(0) > q2q1 (c
′)−1( q2q1 ). Finally, there must be some mitigation levels (or some Λ)
for which the first SC is located below the frontier F2. A necessary condition for this is: (iii)
G′(0) > ρ+δhq1 .
Comparative statics: combining (16) and (17), one obtains that:
A∗ = A(ρ, κ, δ, q1, q2, h) with Aρ, Aδ < 0; Aκ, Aq1 , Ah > 0; Aq2 ≶ 0,
P ∗ = P (ρ, κ, δ, q1, q2, h) with Pρ, Aq1 > 0; Aκ, Ah, Aq2 < 0; Aδ ≶ 0.
Finally, if the steady state exists, it is a saddle point. Moreover, we have Λ˙ ≥ (<)0 ⇔ Λ ≥
(<) − κhψ′(hP )ρ+δ and P˙ ≥ (<)0 ⇔ Λ ≥ (<)Λ(P+ ; q1− , q2+ ). The only transition possible from this
regime leads the system to the interior regime with I > 0.
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B.2 Regime with A = 0 & I = hP
If a steady state belongs to this corner regime, then it solves:
q1G(hP ) = δP,
Λ = hu
′(G(hP )−d(hP ))(G′(hP )−d′(hP ))
ρ+δ−hq1G′(hP ) .
(18)
The first equation gives the unique steady state level of pollution, P ∗ = P¯ . By construction,
it satisfies hq1G′(hP ∗) < δ, which implies that hq1G′(hP ∗) < δ + ρ. Now the non-negativity
of Λ requires, from the second equation, that G′(hP ∗) − d′(hP ∗) ≥ 0 ⇔ P¯ ≤ P˜ , which is in
contradiction with the ranking considered in the main text. For any pair (P,Λ) located below
the second SC, we’ll have Λ = 0 in finite time because Λ˙ < 0. This corresponds to a switch
to the regime with A > 0, and I = hP , that can only be transitory. For any (P,Λ) such
that Λ˙ > 0, Λ keeps growing and so does P because P < P¯ . For the ranking considered,
P hits Pˇ then P˜ in finite time. Therefore from the date when P˜ is hit on, we have: Λ˙Λ =
ρ+δ−hq1G′(hP )+hd
′(hP )−G′(hP )
Λ > ρ. Λ grows at a rate always larger than ρ, thereby violating
the transversality condition: limt→∞ e−ρtΛ(t)P (t) = 0.
B.3 Interior regime: A > 0, I ∈ (0, hP )
Here we have two controls and a state variable and it is simpler to study existence in the A− P
plan once we observe that (10) and (11) define a relationship P = Φ(I, A), with
Φ(I, A) =
1
h
[I + (ψ′)−1(−
u′(G(I)− c(A)− d(I))(G′(I)(1− q1q2 c′(A))− d′(I))
κ
)], (19)
provided that the pair (I, A) satisfies G′(I)(1− q1q2 c′(A))− d′(I) ≤ 0. We have
ΦI = −
u′′(G′−d′)(G′(1− q1
q2
c′)−d′)+u′(G′′(1− q1
q2
c′)−d′′)−κψ′′
κhψ′′ > 0,
ΦA =
u′′c′(G′(1− q1
q2
c′)−d′)+ q1
q2
G′c′′u′
κhψ′′ > 0,
(20)
the sign of ΦI > 0 resulting from the concavity of the optimization program w.r.t I.
Combining (12), (13) and (19), the SCs in the A− I plan are given by:
(ρ+ δ)c′(A) + hq2
(
G′(I)(1− q1q2 c′(A))− d′(I)
)
= 0
q1G(I)− q2A− δΦ(I, A) = 0.
(21)
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Note that the first equation in (21) defines the steady state curve Λ˙ = 0, or A˙ = 0 whereas
the second corresponds to the locus P˙ = 0, as seen from A − I plan. Of course we have that
A˙ = 0 together with P˙ = 0 imply I˙ = 0. Note also that we work with the ranking Pˇ < P˜ < P¯ ,
which once rewritten in terms of I, gives Iˇ < I˜ < I¯.
For all I ≥ I˜, d′(I) ≥ G′(I). Define Iˆ such that G′(Iˆ) = ρ+δhq1 . For all I ≥ Iˆ = G′−1(
ρ+δ
hq1
),
G′(I) ≤ ρ+δhq1 . By construction, we have Iˆ < Iˇ. A necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of a solution A1(I) to the first SC above is I ∈ [0, Iˆ] ∪ [I˜ , I¯]. Then we have:
A1(I) = c
′−1
(
hq2
(
d′(I)−G′(I))
ρ+ δ − hq1G′(I)
)
. (22)
with A1(0) > c′−1( q2q1 ), A1(Iˆ) =∞, A1(I˜) = 0. The derivative of A1 is:
A′1(I) = −
hq2(G
′′(I)(1− q1q2 c′(A))− d′′(I))
c′′(A)(ρ+ δ − hq1G′(I)) .
Next, define I˘ > I˜ such that ρ + δ = hq1d′(I˘); then A1(I˘) = c′−1( q2q1 ) and A
′
1(I) > 0 on [I˜ , I˘].
For I ∈ [0, Iˆ), we only know that A1 should end up being increasing as A1(Iˆ) =∞.
The second SC can be rewritten as
κψ′
(h(q1G(I)− q2A)− δI
δ
)
+ u′(G(I)− c(A)− d(I))(G′(1− q1
q2
c′)− d′) = 0.
It defines a second relationship between A and I, A2(I), with
A′2(I) =
q1G
′(I)− δΦI(I, A)
q2 + δΦA(I, A)
. (23)
To avoid discussing multiple cases (which would in any case be easy to handle), we take
I˘ < I¯ and first search for a steady state for I ∈ [I˜ , I˘]. One can check that A2(I˜) ∈ (0,∞). If
A2(I˜) < c
′−1( q2q1 ), then from (20) and (23), A
′
2 < 0 for I > I˜, which is sufficient to conclude that
there exists a unique steady state. Otherwise, the condition A2(I˘) < (c′)−1( q2q1 ) is necessary and
sufficient to reach the same conclusion.
Second there may also exists steady state(s) for I ∈ [0, Iˆ). But it proves difficult to find the
sign of A′1(I) and A′2(I) on that interval. Given that A2(Iˆ) < ∞, a sufficient condition for the
existence of an odd number of steady states is: A2(0) > A1(0) = c′−1
(
hq2G′(0)
hq1G′(0)−ρ−δ
)
. Note that
the inequality hq1G′(0) > ρ+ δ, identified as a necessary condition for the existence of a steady
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state in regime A > 0, I = 0, is also necessary for the existence of a steady state in the interior
regime with [0, Iˆ) because if hq1G′(0) ≤ ρ+ δ, Iˆ is simply not defined or equal to 0.
The dynamics can be expressed as a two dimensional system the A − I plan. Combining
(10)-(12) and the equations obtained by differentiating (10) and (11), we have
I˙ =
1
D
[
ΦA((ρ+ δ)c
′u′ − κhq2ψ′)− (c′′u′ − (c′)2u′′)(q1G− q2A− δΦ(I, A))
]
, (24)
A˙ =
1
D
[−ΦI((ρ+ δ)c′u′ − κhq2ψ′) + u′′c′(G′ − d′)(q1G− q2A− δΦ(I, A))] . (25)
with,
D = u′′c′(G′ − d′)ΦA − ΦI(c′′u′ − (c′)2u′′)
= 1kκψ′′ [c
′′u′u′′(G′ − d′)2 + (c′′u′ − (c′)2u′′)(u′(G′′(1− q1q2 c′)− d′′)− κψ′′)],
for I < I˜, D is negative; otherwise D < 0 if 1− q1q2 c′ ≥ 0.
Linearizing the system (24)-(25) around a steady state, we get the Jacobian matrix and the
associated characteristic polynomial P (X) = (J1 − X)(J4 − X) − J2J3 = X2 − (J1 + J4)X +
J1J4 − J2J3, with
J1 = − 1D [c′u′′(G′ − d′)(q2 + δΦA) + ΦIc′′u′((ρ+ δ)− hq1G′)] ,
J2 =
1
D
[
c′u′′(G′ − d′)(q1G′ − δΦI)− ΦIhq2u′(G′′(1− q1q2 c′)− d′′)
]
,
J3 =
1
D
[
ΦAc
′′u′((ρ+ δ)− hq1G′) + (c′′u′ − (c′)2u′′)(q2 + δΦA)
]
,
J4 =
1
D
[
ΦAhq2u
′(G′′(1− q1q2 c′)− d′′)− (c′′u′ − (c′)2u′′)(q1G′ − δΦI)
]
.
The determinant of the Jacobian, J1J4 − J2J3, is equal to:
det(J) = − 1
D
c′′u′(q2 + δΦA)((ρ+ δ)− hq1G′)(A′2 −A′1). (26)
>From all the analysis above, we can conclude the following. At the "high" interior steady
state (with I > I˜ > Iˆ), we have A′2 < A′1, det(J) is negative and the steady state is a saddle
point. As to the low steady state(s), with I < Iˆ, things are more tricky. Assume that such a
steady state is unique. Then, the intersection between the two SCs necessarily satisfies A′2 < A′1,
which now implies that det(J) > 0.
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C Dynamic analysis in the Λ− P plan
To go deeper into the dynamic analysis, we take u linear and c(A) = cA2/2. In this case the
expression of the 2 RC reduces to:
F1(P ) =
1
q1
(
d′(hP )
G′(hP )
− 1
)
and F2(P ) = − 1
q1
(
κψ′(hP )
G′(0)
+ 1
)
. (27)
For P ∈ [0, P¯ ], we have: F ′1 > 0, F1(0) = F2(0) = − 1q1 , F1(P˜ ) = 0, and F ′2 < 0.
C.1 Corner regimes with I = hP
Assume first that A > 0, and Λ < 0, Then, the SC are given by:
Λ˙ = 0⇔ Λ = S1(P ) = h(G
′(hP )−d′(hP ))
ρ+δ−hq1G′(hP )
P˙ = 0⇔ Λ = S2(P ) = − cq22 (q1G(hP )− δP ) .
Properties of S1(P ): For P ∈ [0, Pˆ ), it’s easy to see that S1(P ) < F1(P ). So, the SC is not
located in the right domain. This implies that for all Λ ∈ (F1(P ), 0), Λ˙ < 0. For P ∈ (Pˆ , P˜ ]:
S1(Pˆ ) = +∞, S1(P˜ ) = 0 and S′1 < 0. Again the SC is not located in the right domain; for all
F1(P ) < Λ < 0, S1(P ) > Λ, which is equivalent to Λ˙ < 0.
Properties of S2(P ): S2(0) = − cq1G(0)q22 < 0 and S2(0) < −
1
q1
⇔ G(0) > q22
cq21
. This is the
necessary existence condition (i) (see the Appendix B.1), which is supposed to hold. S2(P¯ ) = 0
and S2(P˜ ) < 0 as P˜ < P¯ . S′2 ≤ 0 for all P ≤ Pˇ , then S′2 > 0. It is clear that S2(P ) < F1(P ) for
all P ≤ P˜ , so the second SC is not located in the right domain as well. For all Λ ∈ (F1(P ), 0),
we necessarily have P˙ > 0.
Consider next the regime with A = 0, and Λ > 0, the SCs are:
Λ˙ = 0⇔ Λ = S1(P ); P˙ = 0⇔ q1G(hP ) = δP.
The first SC is the same as in the previous case. So we have, for P ∈ [0, Pˆ ), Λ > 0 > S1(P ) ⇔
Λ˙ < 0. And for P ∈ (Pˆ , P˜ ], Λ Q S1(P ) ⇔ Λ˙ Q 0. The second SC is a vertical line at P = P¯ .
Thus, for all P < P¯ , P˙ > 0.
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C.2 Regime with A > 0 I = 0, Λ < 0
The SCs are given by(17), where the second one reduces to:
P˙ = 0⇔ Λ = S4(P ) = − c
q22
(q1G(0)− δP ) ,
for q1G(0) − δP ≥ 0. S3(P ) is such that S3(0) = 0, S′3(P ) < 0 for all P . S4(0) = S2(0) < − 1q1
under the same condition as before, S′4 > 0, and S4(
q1G(0)
δ ) = 0. Moreover, under Assump-
tion 3, there exists a unique positive and finite intersection between S3 and F2 at: P =
1
h(ψ
′)−1( (ρ+δ)G
′(0)
κ(hq1G′(0)−(ρ+δ))). The resulting level of the shadow price follows when replacing P
with the expression above in either S3, or F2. An intersection between S4 and F2 also arises at
P implicitly defined by:
c(q1G(0)− δP )
q22
=
1
q1
(κψ′(hP )
G′(0)
+ 1
)
. (28)
Finally, it’s easy to check that Λ˙ Q 0⇔ Λ Q S3(P ) and P˙ Q 0⇔ Λ Q S4(P ).
C.3 A = 0 I ∈ (0, hP ), Λ > 0
In this regime, the NOC (11) holds only if I > I˜ and allows us to define Λ as follows:
Λ =
d′(I)−G′(I)− κψ′(hP − I)
q1G′(I)
≡ ξ(I, P ),
with ξI > 0 and ξP < 0. The dynamical system is given by:
Λ˙ = (ρ+ δ)ξ(I, P ) + κhψ′(hP − I)
P˙ = q1G(I)− δP
As Λ must be positive, we necessarily have Λ˙ > 0. The second equation defines a SC:
I = (G)−1(
δP
q1
) ≡ I(P ), with I ′(P ) > 0.
In the Λ − P plan, this curve is represented by the upward slowing locus obtained through
the following substitution: Λ = ξ(I(P ), P ) ≡ ξ˜(P ) with ξ˜′(P ) = ξII ′(P ) + ξP > 0. For any
pair (P, ξ˜(P )), i.e., located on this locus, consider an increase in Λ such that Λ > ξ˜(P ). For
P given, this increase necessarily comes from an increase in I (as ξI > 0), which implies that
I > I(P ). Then, from the differential equation in P above, it must hold that P˙ > 0. Conversely,
Λ < ξ˜(P )⇔ P˙ < 0.
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C.4 A > 0 I ∈ (0, hP ), Λ < 0
The dynamics of Λ and P can be written as (with a slight abuse of notation):
Λ˙ = −(ρ+ δ) cAq2 − h(G′(I)(1−
cq1A
q2
)− d′(I)),
P˙ = q1G(I)− q2A− δΦ(I, A).
(29)
Remind that the SCs can be studied in the A−I and are given by: A = A1(I) and A = A2(I).
Again we analyze the two cases (I < Iˆ vs I > I˜) separately.
For I ∈ [I˜ , I˘]: A′1 > 0, varying between A1(I˜) = 0 and A1(I˘) = q2q1c . We can take the inverse
of this function, which yields I = I1(A), with I ′1 =
1
A′1
> 0 and A ∈ [0, q2q1c ]. As A varies in this
interval, Λ belongs to [− 1q1 , 0] because, from (10), we have Λ = − cAq2 . So we ultimately obtain I as
a function of Λ. We also have A2(I˜) ∈ (0,∞) and A2(I˘) ∈ (0, q2q1c), from the existence condition.
Let’s further assume that A2(I˜) > q2q1c (the analysis extends easily to the opposite case). Then we
can define Iν such that A2(Iν) = q2q1c . On the interval [I
ν , I˘], A′2 < 0 and we can take the inverse
of A2 to obtain: I = I2(A), with I ′2(A) < 0 and A ∈ [A2(I˘), q2q1c ]⇔ Λ ∈ [− 1q1 ,−cA2(I˘)/q2].
Next we can use the relationship P = Φ(I, A) to express the SCs in the Λ− P plan:
P = Φ(I1(A), A) = P1(Λ) (for Λ˙ = 0),
P = Φ(I2(A), A) = P2(Λ) (for P˙ = 0).
As to the behavior of these two curves, we get P ′1(Λ) = (ΦA + ΦII ′1)A′(Λ) < 0 because
A′(Λ) = − q2c < 0 and all the other derivatives are positive. And
P1(− 1q1 ) = Φ(I˘ ,
q2
q1c
) = 1h [I˘ + (ψ
′)−1( ρ+δκhq1 )] > P˘ = I˘/h
P1(0) = Φ(I˜ , 0) = P˜ ,
and we observe that this SC is connected with the one of the regime A = 0, I = hP at (Λ, P ) =
(0, P˜ ) because Λ = F1(P˜ ) = 0.
The second SC derivative is: P ′2(Λ) = (ΦA + ΦII ′2)A′(Λ). Using the expression of I ′2 =
1
A′2
=
q2+δΦA
q1G′−δΦI and rearranging, we obtain ΦA + ΦII
′
2 = (ΦAq1G
′ + q2ΦI)/(q1G′ − δΦI) < 0, which in
turn implies P ′2(Λ) > 0. Moreover,
P2(− 1q1 ) = Φ(Iν ,
q2
q1c
) = 1h [I
ν + (ψ′)−1(d′(I∗))] > P˜ ,
P2(−cA2(I˘)/q2) = Φ(I˘ , A2(I˘)) 1h [I˘ + (ψ′)−1( ρ+δκhq1 −G′(I˘)(1−
cq1A2(I˘)
q2
))] > P˘ .
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Let’s further assess the local dynamics around the unique "high" steady state (see Appendix
B.3). "Linearizing" the system (29) around the steady state, we obtain:
dΛ˙ = − (ρ+ δ − hq1G′(I∗)) c′′(A∗)dA− h
(
G′′(I∗)(1− q1c′(A∗)q2 )− d′′(I∗)
)
dI
dP˙ = (q1G
′(I∗)− δΦ∗I) dI − (q2 + δΦ∗A)dA.
Consider a variation around the steady state such that dP > 0 and dΛ = 0. dΛ = 0⇔ dA =
0, which from dP = Φ∗IdI + Φ
∗
AdA, implies dI > 0. dI > 0 with dA = 0 in turn implies from the
second equation above and q1G′(I∗)− δΦ∗I < 0 that dP˙ < 0. This is enough to draw the arrows
yielding the direction of changes in P within the four quadrants delimited by the SCs. Now con-
sider a variation such that dP = 0 and dΛ > 0. dΛ > 0⇔ dA < 0 and from dP = Φ∗IdI+Φ∗AdA =
0, we have dI = −Φ∗AΦ∗I dA > 0. Replacing dI with this expression in the first equation above, we ob-
tain: dΛ˙ = −
[
(ρ+ δ − hq1G′(I∗)) c′′(A∗)dA− hΦ
∗
A
Φ∗I
(
G′′(I∗)(1− q1c′(A∗)q2 )− d′′(I∗)
)
dI
]
dA > 0,
which is again enough to draw the arrows representing changes in Λ.
For I ∈ [0, Iˆ): A1 and A2 are non-monotone in general. In Appendix B.3, we gave a
sufficient condition for the existence of a steady state (A2(0) > A1(0)). What we can check
at least is that the SCs of the interior solution, for a low I, are connected to the ones of
the corner regime A > 0 and I = 0, this connection occurring on F2(P ). Let us define
Imi = min {I/A′i(I) = 0} for i = 1, 2 (of course, Imi is not defined when Ai is monotone, but
in this case we have no problem). Then, the reasoning developed above works when restricting
our attention to the subintervals [0, Imi ], and we can express the SCs, in this region, as follows:
for Λ ∈ [min{ cAi(0)q2 ,
cAi(I
m
i )
q2
},max{ cAi(0)q2 ,
cAi(I
m
i )
q2
}],
P = Φ(I1(A), A) = P1(Λ).
In particular we have: P1(− cA1(0)q2 ) = Φ(0, A1(0)) = 1h(ψ′)−1(
(ρ+δ)G′(0)
κ(hq1G′(0)−(ρ+δ))). If the SC
P1 hits the RC F2 at (Λ, P ) = (− cA1(0)q2 , P1(−
cA1(0)
q2
)), then it must hold that − cA1(0)q2 =
F2(P1(− cA1(0)q2 )) = − 1q1 [ κG′(0)ψ′(P1(−
cA1(0)
q2
)) + 1]. After straightforward manipulations, we can
check that this is indeed the case. We also have: P2(− cA2(0)q2 ) = Φ(0, A2(0)), and it is easy
to verify that P2 hits the RC F2 at (Λ, P ) = (− cA2(0)q2 , P2(−
cA2(0)
q2
)). One can also check that
P2(− cA2(0)q2 ) solves eq (28) (see the Appendix C.2), which is enough to conclude.
We can finally check that, for the example, the trace of the Jacobian matrix is equal to ρ > 0.
So if there exists a unique "low" steady state, it is a source.
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